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SUMMARY

This inmwtigation,carm”edout at the National Bureau
of Standardsat the request and un”ththejinanoial ass%t-
ance of the National Adtn”soryCommitteefor Aeronau-
tic, ti a detaikxi de-wription of tb soap-bubble, or
cvnsiant-preesure, method as applied to the acplom”ve
oxidation of CO.

A seri% of values of the speed of $ame in 8pace in
van”ous mixlurm of CO and 02 wntaining a mtant
percentage of water vapor waa obtained by the mtant-
volume method. Tlwae results served IMa guide in the
perfection of the soap-bubbk?method.

The latter hus been re$ned to a degrtx which maktx
postibk precise detennindionx of the 8pee& of fime in
space and relative to the active gases, of expati ratw,
and of temperatures attained in mitiurtx of CO, 02,
and 13,0. R&for this qJstemoj gas~ are reported
over a m-de range of mixture ratio8, and a compariwn
un”thprm”ow rewh ~ the same methodis included.

THE SOAP-BUBBLE, OR CONSTANT PRESSURE
METHOD

INTRODUCTION

A method of investigating gaseous explosive reac-
tions at constnnt pressure by photographing the travel
of the flame when mixtures in soap-film containers are
ignited wcs developed and’ extensively used at the
National Bureau of Standards by the Me F. W.
Stevens. In numerous published reports (reference 1)
he has given the theory of the method and the results
that he obtained by its use. The importanm of tie
conclusions that he drew mrdcesfurther experimental
veriticntion desirable. With this purpose in view, a
detailed study of the means for increasing the precision
of results that can be obtained by the bubble method
wns undertaken.

THE METHOD

Discussion.—A photograph of the type given in
figure 1, showing the travel of flame in an eqlosive
mixture originally contained in n soap flm, may be
used in the calculation of the speed of flame in the
mimiure. Since the soap iilrn offers very little resist-
ance to the expansion of the gases, an explosion in such
o container tnkeaplace essentiallyat constant pressure.
In such explosions the speed of flame in space is con-
stant throughout the entire reaction time. The photo-

graphic record also gives a measure of the final volume
of the sphere of hot gases at the time the flame has

Fmukca 1.—A typld remrd of a babble oxplaskm. -

completed its travel. The bubble m&hod theqefore
yieldknot only the speed of flame in space but also the
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expansion ratio. From these data the speed with
which the flame moves relative to the unburned gasea
is readily calculable. In addition, the axpansion ratio
may be used to calculata either specific heats or equi-
librium data if one of the latter is previously known.

In addition to the photographic record of the explo-
sion, a complete bubble experiment requires a lmowl-
edge of the initial pressure, temperature, composition
of the gas mixture within the bubble at the time of
firing, and the horizontal dimension of the bubble at
the spark gap. The actual volume of the bubble and
its variation in shape from a true sphere are not
important, since observation is purposely limited to
that part of the flame which travels along a narrow
horizontal path centrally embracimg the spark gap.

If the speed of flame in space is represented by S,
the speed relative to the ahtive gases by S, the initial
horizontal dimension of the bubble by 171,and the
corresponding horizontal dimension of the hot prod-
ucts of the reaction at the time combustion is complete
by&, then the equation

S B13—. —St %3

expresses the relation that exists among these quan-
titie9 (reference 1).

Stevens seems to have considered the speed of flame
in space @’) of little importance except as in interme-
diate in the determination of speedreIative to the active
gases (5’). Values of JS, however, he apparently
regarded as fundamental properties of the unburned
mixtures. In none of his published work did he use his
experimental values of & except a9 intermediates in
de&ing values of S’. His calculations of final tempera-
tures from his observed vahms of.& were left incom-
plete at his death.

Practicrdly, the bubble method has an obvious
advantage over the bomb, or constam%ohune, method
in that it yields equivalent results without the use of an
intricate indicator of pressure. The temperature of the
unburned charge remains conskmt since the adiabatic
compression ahead of the reaction zone is constant in
amount and negligibly sndl. The constantivolume
method has, however, been used quite successfully
without a pressure indicator for the measurement of
S alone.

The most serious disadvantage of the soap-film
method liw in the fact that, no matter how carefully
the composition of the explosive mixture is controlled
before the bubblm are blown, this composition does not
neceswwily remain unaltered within the ii.hn. There
may occur either an increase or a decrease in the
amount of water in the gas mixture due to evaporation
or condensation at the soap fllrn or, if the solution
contains besides water some other volatile material
(such as glycerin), there will be evaporation of this
material into the mixture. Knowledge of the initial
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composition of the explosive mixture within the bubble
becomes therefore somewhat diflicult to obtain.

The first part of this report is principally an account
showing how initial composition within a bubble may
so be controlled that the method will yield more
reliable rcsndts.

Obviously the method can be used in its present form
to study only those explosive combinations which emit
sufficient actinic light to form the photographic imagea.
Regardless of the amount of light emitted, the method
is not considered adequate for the study of mixtures in
which the flame travels in space with a velocity less
than about 150 cm per second, because in such casea
the hot gases are allowed sufficient time to rise by
convection, and interpretation of the photographs is
made impossible. There is also an upper limit to the
values of flame speed that cau be meaaured with the
present equipment, because the c~era drum is small
(10 cm diameter) and because it is not designed
mechanically for extremely high rotational speeds.
In the results obtained with CO, the maximum spatial
speed observed was approximately 1,000 cm per
second. The equipment functions very satisfactorily
at this speed and could doubtlwa be successfully used
for speeds up to at least 1,500 cm per second. The
present apparatus is not adapted to the measurement
of flame velocities attained in detonations.

The bubble method is ob+iously unsuited to the use
of any active gas which dissolves rapidly in the soap
solution. The rate of solution of CO, the only gas
studied thus far, is quite slow.

For very rich mixtures, bubbles blown in air cannot
be used to determine expansion ratios because of the
effect of the oq-gen of the surrounding air, Such an
effect is clemly evident in the photographs, since an
increase in the speed of the flame takes place when the
reaction neam completion. The iinal diameter of the
sphere of hot gases is obviously meaningless in suoh
cases. The determination of the speed of flame in
space in such mixtures is, however, rendered none the
less satisfactory by this end effect.

h order to establish the reliability of the soap-
bubble method, it was necessary to demonstrate that
certain of its characteristics were correctly postulated
in the theory. To this end, the behavior of the soap
film during an explosion was of interest. If a light
source of proper intensity be placed behind the bubble,
the trace of its wall can be recorded on the film of the
drum camera si.multammuslywith the explosion itself.
Figure 2 is a reproduction of a record of this type,
External illumination of the central portion of the
bubble was excluded by an opnque disk. In this
figure it is shown that there is no measurable change
in the diametar of the soap & for a considerable
time after ignition. The bubble then expands slowly
and bursts when the sphere of hot gases attains a
diametar approximately equal to the initial diameter
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of the bubble. After the bubble bursts the record
shows, as faint traces, the boundaries between the
hot and cold gases. These traces may be ascribed
to refraction or diifmction of the external light in the
region of high temperature gradient,

l?urther detailed information as to the mechanics of
bubble explosions has been obtained by photographing
such explosions with a high-speed motion-picture
camera. I?igure 3 is a reproduction of a section of
“such a motion-picture ~. In this case the bubble,
before firing, contained an equivalent mixture of CO
and Oi with 2.7 mole percent of H20. A source of
light of proper intensi~ was placed behind the bubble
EOthat the image of the soap iih.n could be recorded
without obscuring the image of the flame. In frame
1 the bubble, before iir.ing,is shown suspended on the
wire ring, with the glass inlet tube at the top and the
electrode at the bottom. I?rame 2 shows in addition a
tiny spot of light rd.the center, which is probably the
image of the igniting spark. Successive frames show
the growth of the sphere of flame at a uniform rata
(i. e., the diameter increases linearly with time). In
frame 7 an increase in the diameter of the bubble,
owing to the expansion of the burned gases, can be
detected, although this fact may not be evident in the
smrdl-scale reproduction. The bubble seems to be
intact in frame 14, but in frame 15 the flame has
reached the wire suspension ring and the soap film has
failed there. Successive frames show the gradual
disappearance of the remainder of the iilmj without
any apparent distortion of the sphere of flame.

There is evidenca of the existence of the last remnant
of the soap ilhn around the electrode in frame 23, but
in 24 it has disappeared entirely. The combustion
was probably completed at about the timeframe 28 was
taken and the cooling of the hot gsscs by the surround-
ing air is clearly shown in frames 29 and 30.

The remainder of the record, not shown in the
figure, shows the hot gases risii out of the r~oe of
the camera. Numerous mmll bodies of greater light
intensity than the hot gases can be seen rising with the
gases. These are probably droplets of soap solution,
the glycerin of which is ignited by the hot gases.

Time is also recorded by the camera, simultaneously
with the travel of the flame. The images of the clock
dials, which can be seen in the fi=-, were used to
compute the speed of this record as being approxi-
mately 1,610 frames per second.

Detailed examination of the high-speed rqcords led
ta the following conclusions, most of which are evi-
dent from the accompanying record of the explosion of
a wet, equivalent &e.

1. The flame front advances in spherical form.
2. There is no measurable rise of the burned gases

until after the flame was complei%d its
travel.

3. The distorting effects of the solid materials
within and near the bubble are so alight that
they have no influence at the horizontal
midsection.

4. The flame traverses approximately one-half
of the initial dimnetar of the bubble before
expansion of the bubble wall becomes mws-
urable.

5. The soap film first fails when the flame reaches
the ring of gold wire from which the bubble
is suspended, and persists much longer at
the bottom of the bubble.

6. No measurable distortion of the flame front is
produced by the burst@ of the soap film.

7. Expansion ceases with the passing of the flame
front.

-

—

.

.

FIOTJBE2.—Remrd da bnbblo oxpkdfw tiowfng the axpmdon of the bubble WOII.

The foregoing characteristics were reproduced with
remarkable fidelity in all the high-speed records
taken. These facts all lead to the conclusion that
the mechanics of an explornonin a soap film and the
method of interpreting the results therefrom were
correctly postulated by Stevens.

Use.—The soap-film ccmtainer method w= used by
Stevens in the following manner. The combustible
gas (for example, CO) and the 0, were separately
bubbled through bead towers containing H,O at the
temperature of the room. The gases thus humidified
were mixed in the desired proportions by volume in a
glass cylinder, whence they could be. displaced by
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mercury. From such mixtures
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bubbles were blown
at the center of a hollow cm%iron sphere, 3 feet in

I
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each, were left open dur@ the work
pressure. The mixture9 within the

~tatmospheric
bubbles were

FmuEI?S.-Hfg_ motion-pfctme recmd of a bubble explcdon (1,610framss per mmnd).

diameter. One or both of the diametrically opposite I ignited at their centers and the travel of each flame
openings, hnm”ngan area of about 40 square inohea ] ~ont wss recorded on a moving film. The initial
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tempemturo and pressure were those of the air within
the cast-iron sphere.

The method of saturating the gases with HZO vapor
is open to question, 10SSof water by condensation when
the gases were displaced from the mixing vessel was
probable, and the temperature and humidi@- of the
air in which the bubbles were blown were not ade-
quately controlled. Each and all of these factors
doubtless contributed at one time or another to pro-
duce uncertainties in the amount of water vapor
present in the bubbles at the time of firing. It is
probable that Stevens underestirmted the magnitude
of the errors in flame speed that mise horn this source
ond that a considerable portion of the spread of his
results may be assigned to this cause.

It should be emphasized that neither the initial
diameter of the bubbles nor the final size of the sphere
of hot gases need be known for the determination of
S’ and that as far m the study of the method is con-
cerned, it is probable that memmraments of S are
sufficient. At any rate, it is certain that the method
cannot be considered successful for any purpose unless
satisfactory values of S’ can be obtained by its use.

After the completion of the constant-volume series
of experiments at pressures below atmospheric, which
were described in a previous report (reference 2), an
attempt was made to use the bubble method. It was
realized that small changes in the concentration of
water vapor would produce large changw in the ob-
served values of S’. In the attempt to keep the water-
vapor concentration constant in all the bubble+ the
following precautions were taken. Since the bubbles
were blown in the free air of the laboratory, the tem-
perature of the room was thermostatically controlled
to 25+ 0.3° C., as indicated by rLmercmy thermometer
near the bubble suspension, in order to keep the vapor
pressure of the sorLpsolution constant. The gas mix-
tures were humidified with distilled water to a partial
pressureequal to the total pressure of the soap solution
at 25° C. Although it was expected that values of S’
could be measured to better than +10 cm per second,
the observed variations were much larger than this.

A detailed study of the purity of the gases, the method
of making the mixtures, and of the mechanical details
of the recording apparatus indicated that none of
these could have been responsible for the observed dis-
crepancies. It was also found that the same values of
S’ were obtained when the bubbles were blown down
over the spark gap (thus leaving it wet) as when the
electrode was kept dry by lowering it into the bubble
through the gas inlet tube.

Two possibilities remained as to the cause of the ob-
served vmiations, namely, that the amount of water
vapor actually present in the mixtures at the time of
firing was not yet adequately controlled, or that some
volatile material other than water was entetig the
mixtures from the soap films and influencing the flame
speed. The latter was ruled out experimentally by

measuring S in the glass cylinder, described in refm-
ence 2, usingfirstwater and then the soap solution itself
for humidifying the mixtures. In each pair of several
such dete”rminationsthe observed values of S’ difbred
by less than 10 cm per second, the speed being slightly
higher in some cases when water was used and lower
in others.

A survey of all the data obtained by the bubble
method revealed the following facts concerning the
observed values of S’: (1) Inmost cases all comparable
experiments made on a single day were in fair agree-
ment. (2) The day-to-day variation was much larger,
and showed no uniform trend. (3) Over a period em-
bracing Me summer and early winter there appeared
a marked general trend toward lower values of S’.

The latter of these facts, in particular, suggested
that the humidity of the laboratory rIirmight be exert-
ing an influence upon the amount of water vapor in-
itially present in the bubbles. If such an esphumtion
were the true one, it would be compatible as well with
above-mentioned points 1 rmd 2 because the humidity
in the laboratory would not be likely to change greatly
in any single day nor to show a regular trend from day
to day over a short time interval.

In order to examine experimentally the effect of the
humidity of the air outside the bubble upon the water-
vapor content of the mixture tilde, two measurements
of S’ in equivalent mixtures of CO and Oawere made.
The first of these, made when the air in the room had
rLtemperature of 25° C. and a relative humidity of 0.4,
gave S’=660 cm per second. Before the second meas-
urement was made, steam was liberated in the room
until it began to condense in the cooler places. The
relative humidi@- was increased to over 0.9 and the
temperature had increased to 31° C. A determina-
tion under these circumstances gave S’=940 cm per
second, an increase of over 40 percent. ~rom the
known vapor pressure of the soap solution and the
effect of water vapor on S’ in equivalent mixtures at
atmospheric pressure (see reference 2), it was calcu-
lated that the change in temperature alone could not
account for more than one-fourth of the observed
chruqgein S’. Tho remainder, 210 cm per second,
must be due solely to the effect of the humidity of the
air surrounding the bubbles.

This effect of humidity has since been repeatedly
observed at constant temperature. Earlier experim-
ents upon the effect of allowing the bubbles to stand
at full size for different time intervals showed very
little change in S’. These tests, however, happened
to be made in midsummer when the natural humidity
and the observed values of S’ were high. Similar
experiments Mer, in an atmosphere of controlled low
humidi~, showed that the observed value of S’
decreaaesas the time of life of the bubbles is increased.

The probable mechanism by which the external
humidity influencw the amount of water vapor within
the bubbles may be briefly stated as follows: I?or all
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caseain which the partial presmne of water in the oub
side air is less than the partial pressure of water horn
the soap solution, water evaporates from the soap
iib.n during the formation and life of the bubbles.
This evaporation produces a cooling of the iilm and
consequently a partial condensation of the water
within the bubble. Obviously such a mechanism
requires time and the amount of water removed will
be a function of the life of the bubbles.

The cause of the discrepancic9 in the earlier experi-
mental values of S has since been removed by build-
ing a th%mostatically controlled box around the bubble
suspension. The partial pressure of water within
this box is kept at a value equal to the vapor pressure
of the soap solution at the temperature of the box, so
that there can be no continued evaporation from the
soap films that form the bubbles. This further reii.ne-
ment in the control of the initial composition of the
explosive mixtures has made it possible to reproduce
the observed values of flame speed (S’) to within +5
cm per second in practically all of the records taken
since its adoption.

As previously stated, Stevens formed the bubbles
that he photographed within a large cas+iron sphere.
Inside ti sphere was an open cup containing soap
solution, and drops of the solution doubtless were
thrown onto the walls with each explosion. There-
fore the humidi~ of the air in which his bubbles were
blown was probably subject to much less variation
than that of the free air in the room. Considerable
error in his values of flame speed must have arisen
because the temperature of the sphere was not con-
trolled and because one or both of its windows were
left open during his work at atmospheric pressure. A
senrch of his records has failed to reveal his opinion as
to the effect of the humidi@- of the surrounding air.

PRESENTAPPARATUSAND PROCEDURE
Apparatus.-The apparatus in the form in which it is

now being used will be dcmribed without reference to
the intermediate stages through which it has been’
developed.

The photographic record.@ system was used with-
out modification of its form as deacrihedin reference 2.
The CO was prepared and purified as there described,
and stored in three glass flasks of 191liters total
capacity. The omen was prepared by electrolysis
of a KOH solution in a small generator built so that
air could not come in contact with the electrolyte.
Omen from the generai%rwas passed over anhydrous
maa-esium perchlorate to remove most of the water,
then through a furnace, the central tube of which was
filled for a length of 15 cm with copper+xide wire at a
temperature of over 500° C. The ga.w emerging
from the furnace were condensed in a liquid-air trap,
from which the o~gen was evaporated into an appro-
priate. storage tank. Ihom this tank, the 0, passed
through rLPS05tube on its way to the mixing chamber.
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The gases were mixed in a 2-liter glass flask, well
lagged, and having the bulb of a “calorimetric stand-
ard” mercury thermometer at its center. Mercury
was used to displace the gases from this flask in such
a way that the pressure of the gasea exceeded that of
the atmosphere by only the small increment necessmy
slowly to expand the soap-film containers. Since the
gas mixturw were never saturated with water vapor,
the danger of condensing liquid in the mixing vessel
was avoided.

Connections were provided from the mixing chamber
through stopcocks, to the storage tanks for CO and
0,, to a small reservoir of distilled water, to the
closed+md mercury manometer described in reference
2, to a similar 2-Mer flask ii.lledwith mercury for dis-
placement of the final mixture, to the tube through
which the bubbles were blown, and to the vacuum
pump.

The bubbles were blown at the center of D cubical
chamber 30 inches on a side. This chamber ma CL
double-walled wooden box provided with a heater, rL
thermoregulator, and a circtiating fan. Windows
and sliding doors were provided at the places where
access to the interior was necessary. The inside of
the box was thoroughly coated with parffi. The
whole served as a chamber within which the tempera-
ture and partial pressure of water vapor could be kept
constant.

Figure 4 is a photograph of a bubble suspended
and ready to be iired. The glass tube at the top
served for the introduction of the explosive mixture.
The suspension ring (4 cm diameter) of gold wire
increased the stability of the bubbles. The sparking
device, seen coming up to the center of the bubble,
was made of nickel wires fused to 1 mm spheres at
the gap. The central wire led downward through a
glass capillary tube, which was in turn surrounded by
a thin metal tube. The second electrode was soldered
to this metal tube and the circuit to the gap was com-
pleted through it. A drop of soap solution placed
over the lower end of the glass inlet tube furnished
the material for the wall of the bubble. This sus-
pension offers no rwistfmce to lateral expansion of the
bubbl- and but a very small amount in the vertical
direction.

In the present series of observations, the initial
horizontal dimension of each bubble was made 9 cm
by admitting explosive mixture until the shadow of
the bubble cast upon a white screen reaches fiducird
marks originally located by substituthig an object of
Jmown size at the position later to be occupied by
the bubble. It is believed that the value of the
initial radius (I?J can be mom accurately determined
by this method (9 cm at bubble = 32 cm on screen)
than if it were determined by measuring a photo-
graph (about one-fourth actual size) of the bubble, as
was done by Stevens. The present procedure I.Ias
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the added advantage of simplifying the reduction of
the remdts,since the value of RI is ccnstmt throughout
all the calculations.

Procedure.-The mixtures were prepared as follows:
The mixing chamber vm.semptied of merc~, closed
from the atmosphere, and evacuated. It was then
connected to the flask containing distiUed water at a
constant temperature below that of the room. The
reasons for the choice of the particular temperature
employed will appear subsequently. After about 15
minutes the temperature of the water reservoir and
that of the water vapor in the mixing vessel were
observed and the reservoir was closed off. The tem-
perature of the liquid determined the pressure of the
water vapor in the mixing vessel and the temperature
of the vapor, in conjunction with the perfect gas law,
was used in calculating its mass. Dry CO was then
admitted to the chamber to a chosen value of pres-
sure as indicated by the manometer. The tempera-
ture and pressure of the mixture of CO and H90 were
reccrded after a steady state had been reached.
Similarly the dry electrolytic 0, was admitted and the
final steady temperature and pressure observed. The
mole fraction of each constituent could then be calcu-
lated from the pressure-temperature data with the aid
of the gas law. At least 1 hour was Wowed for
compleh mixing before blowing a bubble.

The soap solution used in the iinal seriesof measure-
ment had approximately the following composition
by weight: triethanolamine oleata, 1 part; glycerin, 8
parta; distilled water, 32 parts. The vapor pressure
of this solution at 29.4° C. was found to be 25.2 mm
Hg. Since this pressure is due largely to water, the
partial pressure of the water in each of the explosive
mixtures was regulated to very nearly this same value,
with the idea that less time would be required for
establishing equilibrium between the soap film and the
contained gas mixture. In other words, the water
reservoir was maintained at a temperature of 26° C.
for each mixture, since the vapor pressure of water is
25.21 mm at this temperature.

After flushing out the small portion of the line that
could not be evacuated (ea. 0.2 cm ‘), a drop of soap
solution was placed over the lower end of the glasa
inlet tube and the bubble was blown by letting mer-
cury into the mixing vessel. A delicate needle valve
in the flow line made it possible to stap the flow
quickly when the bubble reached the desired size (9
cm diameter.)

A sliding door on the camera side of the thermostat
was opened and the explosion was initiated and
recorded by the procedure outlined in reference 2.

With these precautions the spread of the rwdts has
been reduced to a value that might reasonably be
expected from an examination of the constituent
observed quantities.

THE EFFECT OF MIXTURE RATIO UPON FLAME
SPEED, EXPANSION RATIO, AND TEMPER-
ATURE ATTAINED, AT CONSTANT WATER-
VAPOR CONCENTRATION

INTRODUCTION

In a previous report (reference 2), and in the pre-
ceding sections of this report a detailed description of
the apparatus and technic evolved for the invc@a-
tion of the explosive oxidation of CO by the constanb
volume method and by the constanbpressure, or
bubble, method has been given. The following sec-
tions are concerned with the experimental results

—

I

FIGURE4.—Bubtdesmqmndedand ready to h flrwl.

obtained for various mixtures of CO and Oz at con-
stant water-vapor concentration, and the comparison
of these results with previously published data.

COLLECTIONOF EXPERIMENTALDATA

Prior to the start of the final series of bubble experi-
ments, a series of values of 8’ was determined, using
the cylindrical constant-volume apparatus described
in reference 2. In every case the mole ffaction of
water vapor waa adjusted to 0.0269+0.0001, and the
total pressure to 760 mm Hg. In other words, the
temperature of the water used for humidifying the
mixtures was adjusted to 22.5° C., at which the vapor
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pressure of water is 20.44 mm. In a few of these
experiments soap solution at 25° C., at which temper-
ature its vapor pressure was observed to be 20.5 mm,
was substituted for the water in the humidifier. ThiE
change produced no measurable change in the flame
speed. The mole fraction of CO was varied during
this series from 0.2471 to 0.8553, 46 determinations
in all being made. Table I gives the observed values
of S’ and the corresponding CO concentrations.

TABLE I
SPEED OF FLAhIE IN SPACE BY THE CONSTANT-

VOLUME METHOD
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The results emodied in this table are shown graphically
in figure 5. The square of the mole frac~ori of CO

FmuEB S.-Speed of SameIn spm by tbe mmttant-volnmemethod (mole fractkmof
mter.amo).

has been plotted along the axis of abscissae because,
by this device, the resulting curve is more nearly
symmetrical. The observed points lie, in ahnost

every case, within less than 10 speed units of the
smooth curve that has been drawn through them, and
the majority of them are within 5 units. As indicated
by this curve, the maximum speed in space (S’)
occurs not at chemical equivalence (i. e., when the
mole fraction of CO is 0.649), but slightly on tho rich
side, at a point where the mole fraction of CO is 0.662.

Before passing to the results by the bubble method,
a few points of genernl interest, as brought out in the
constant-volume experiments, will be recounted. The
light intensity, as indicated by the density of the
photographs, falls off with the flame speed on either
side of equivalence. The afterglow persistsfor n much
longer time than that required for the travel of the
reaction zone in all mixtures except those extremely
rich in CO. At the lean ex%remethe afterglow seems
to be emitting more actinic light than was emitted by
the flame front. At the rich extreme no afterglow is
visible on the photographs. At both extremes tho
flame front appems on the records as a line of much
greater density than the image produced by the hot
gases which are surrounded by the expanding reaction
zone. These facts are recorded because they am so
strikingly brought out by an examination of the photo-
graphs, even though they may seem to be of little
immediate importance.

I The dah obtained in these constant-volume ex~eri-
ments served as a valuable guide in the perfccti~n of
the bubble method which was subsequently under-
taken. When the details of the latter had been
worked out, however, and the method put into sr&-
factory operation, the season had advanced into the
wnmer and the temperature in the laboratory could
no longer be kept consistently below 26° C. The
Jeriesof bubble experiments was therefore run at a
higher temperature (29.44° C. or 85° F.). Although
such a series did not give values directly comparable
with the values of S by the constant-volume method,
xmrelation can be made at equivalence through the
iata of referenco 2, and the results themselves me of
~ much value at one arbitrarily chosen value of
mater-vapor concentration as at another.

The vapor pressure of the soap solution at 29.44° C.
was found to be 25.2 mm. The water used for
hnnidifying the gas mixtures was therefore kept at
26° C., at which temperature its vapor pressure is
25.21~.

The chamber in which the bubbles were blown, which
Waskept saturated with vapor from exposed socLpsolu-
fion, w-asregulated to 29.44° C. at the start of each set
)f explosions. !17h.istemperature rose slightly with
>achsuccessive explosion, and it was deemed unneces-
XWYto wtit for the box to cool to its initial temperature
hwing the taking of 3 or 4 records for any particular
nixture. Instead, the individual values of S’ were
inally corrected to an initial temperature of 29.44° C.
]y succwsive approximations involving the preliminary
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vnlues of S’ from the bubble experiments, the values of
S’ from the constant-volume experiments at a lower
water concentration, and the observed departure of the
initial temperature from 29.44° C. In practically all
crisesthe maggtude of the applied correction was less
than five speed units, and the final resultswere changed
but very slightly by adopting this procedure.

For each gas mixture the bubbles were allowed to
stand for observed time intervals of horn 1to 15 seconds
nt full size before being tied. Wh%in the first 15
seconds no systematic vmiation of S’ with time was
observed. The effect of standing for longer intervals
was also negligible except in a comparatively short
rnnge of mixture ratios on each side of equivalence
where the observed values of S’ decrensed with the
length of time the bubbles remained at full size. The
magnitude of this decrease in S’ fell off rapidly on both
sides of equivalence.

All measurements taken from the negative9 were
corrected for the fact that the spherical object ap-
proached the camera lens ns the reaction zone pro-

FIOURE6.—Speed of ffmne In qmm by tbe bubble method (mole fmctlon of
wlm.i-o.ow).

gressed. The constants of the lens were determined
by calibration at this Bureau.

The curve given in figure 6 shows the variation of
S’ with composition for mixtures of CO and 0,, each
containing a mole fraction of water of 0.0331. This
curve wns plotted from the mean observed values of
S’ for each experimental mixture. The deviation
chart at the bottom of this figure shows the variation
of the individmd determinations of S from the smooth
curve, here represented ns the straight bnse line. At-

tempts to find a simple emptical equation adequate to
express the relation between the observed values of S
and composition were unsuccessful. A large-scale
plot of the data embodied in figure 6 was therefore
used for obtaining smoothed and interpolated values
of s.

A direct comparison of the values of S obtained by
the bubble method with those by the constantrvohune
method is impossible because the water content was
di.ilerentin the two series. With the aid of the data
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given in reference 2, a correlation can be made at
equivalence. A value of 908 cm per second is ob-
tained from the constan~volume mermmnmnts by
applying corrections for the clitlbrencein water-vapor
content and total pressure. This value is directly
comparable and in satisfactory agreement with the
value 902 cm per second obtained by the bubble
method for an equivalent mixture containing 3.31
mole percent of H~O at a totalpressure of 750 mm.
This agreement at equivalence, as well as the marked
similmity of the curves shown in figures 5 and 6, is
considered as important evidence that the tecl&c of
the bubble method has been rendered satisfactory.

The observed relation between final radius (R) and
composition can be expressed very well by the equa-
tion

~’=–48.71 n’–78.62 n’+-154.05 n+-25.18,

in which n represents the mole fraction of CO. In
figure 7 the solid curve is the locus of this equation,
and the plotted points show the deviations of the
individual determinations of % from the equation.
The smoothed and interpolated values that were used
subsequently were calculated from the equation.

The speed of flame relative to the active gases (S_)
was calculated from the equation

[1S=s’~ 3
(reference 1).

In all experiments the initial radius RI was made
4.50 cm. Corresponding values of S’ and R were
taken from the curve shown in figure 6 z-redthe
emphkal equation, rwpectively. The resulting rela-
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tion between S’ and comporntion is ahown graphically
in figure 8. A numerical summary of all the9e rcdts
appears later in table II.

COMPARISON WITH THE RESULTS OF STEVENS

It has been pointed out that the theory and the
mechanics of a soap-bubble explosion were correctly

Fmums.-smofammm lanvobthoaatlmm

postulated by Shvens. Much credit is due him for
his efforts to emphasize the importance of the speed
of flame relative to the active gasea rather than the
more frequently observed speed in space.

His numerous experiments (reference 1) included
several series with CO and 02, analogous to that re-
ported here. He speciiied that, in every experiment,
the gas mixtures were “ satura~ with water vapor
at the temperature of the room.” Although it has
been shown in the fit pm-t of this paper that this
statement cmmot be regarded as a sufficiently definite
postulation of conditions, it is probable that the large
number of experiments made by Stevens over a long
intarval of time yielded m average result of very
much higher accuracy than his individual.experiments.
Because the average quantity of water vapor within
his bubbles cannot be deilnitaly known, a direct com-
parison of his experimental valuea of S with those of
the present series is impossible. There is, however,
an indirect method by which such a comparisori can
be made.

As a result of all of his work with explosions in
gaseous systems, Stevens concluded that the speed of
flame relative to the active gases was directly propor-
tional to the mass action product of the concentrations
of the active constituents in the original mixture.
Applied specifically to the explosive oxidation of CO,

this statement means that the relation between S/ and
the initial concentrations of CO and 02 is expressed
by the equation

S’=k [CO]’ [0~,

where k is a constant for each value of water-vapor
content and the bracketed symbols indicata concen-
tmtions of the reactmk. Stevens chose the value
k=694 for the best representation of his data.

If an attempt is made to fit the results of the present
measurements by an equation of this type, the best
value of k is about 820. That this figure should be
much higher than the one found by Stevens is logical
since the average temperature at which his experi-
ments were performed was doubtless much lower than
that of the present series (29.44° C.).

The deviation of the new remdts from the equation
S=820 [CO]2 [OJ is shown in @gure 9. In the range
born 0.5 to 0.8 mole fraction of CO the deviations are
relatively small, the maximum being about 4.3 per-
?ent. It is obvious that an equation of this type must
it at lead approximately in this range, since values
]f S’, G, and [CO]* [OJ show the least variation with
xmcentration here. In other words, curves of S’,
R, and [CO]’ [0,], plotted against the mole fraction of
20, all have relatively flat maxima at or near equivw
enca.

In the range below a mole fraction of CO of 0.6,
vhere it is likely that the bubble method yields more
lependable values of S than in any other range, the
leviation between the observed and calculated valuea
jf S reaches a mminmm of about 20 percent.

In the range for mixtures richer in CO than a mole
raction of 0.8, an equation of the type used by Stevena
s totally inadequate to represent the present meaaure-
uents. Granting that the experimental values of ~

-60
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Fmwm 9.—De*ti0m of the obmrved vfdum of S from the e~untlon
S=$M[Oopfol].

[ecream in precision as the mixtures become very
ichj it is inconceivable that there could be sufficient
mor in the smoothed values of Rg to account for more
ban a small fraction of the discrepancy in S betwem
he equation and the data.

Although an equation of the type used by Stevens
~ves an approximate representation of the data nom
quivalence, there remains m outmhrding discrep-
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ancy between the equation and the data even in this
range. The equation, regardless of the value of k,
gives a mtium value of iS at exact equivalence.
The observed valuea of “both S and S, however, show
maxima that are very definitely on the rich side of
equivalence. It is obviously impossible, therefore,
ta represent the observed valuea of S in the range em-
bracing equivalence, within the limit of experimental
error, by an equation of this type. It must then be
concluded that, rdthough such an equation was satis-
factory to represent the results of Stevens within his
experimental error, it is inadequate to represent the
more exact data.

Actually, according to the present data, values of
S’ are more closely proportional to [CO]2 [02] than
values of 5’. If, as shown in figure 10, the observed
values of S’ are plotted against this product, a curve
of peculiar shape results b this figure the two sets
of observed valuea of S, obtained by the constrmb
volume and the bubble method, are plotted to show
the similarity of the results. For either set an equw
tion of the type S-k2=kS [CO]* [02], where k* and
ks are constants whose valuea depend upo,nthe water-
vapor concentration, can be made to fit- the experi-
mental values of S to better than 5 percent in the range
of concentration from a mole fraction of CO of 0.25
to one of 0.75. For both lean mixtures and rich
mixtures the branches of the curves in figure 10 are
straight lines, so that an equation of this type could
be used to fit the S’ data at either end of the concentrm
tion range. A single equation of this type is, however,
obviously incapable of covering the entire range.

In each of his published reports, Stevens redlirmed
his belief that the speed of flame relative to the active
gases in any explosive mixture (whether the combusk
ible gas ma a pure compound or a composite fuel)
was directly proportional to the masa action product
of the concentrations of the active constituents.
Close examination reveals that this concept cannot be
accepted as more than a rough approximation to the
truth, for the following reasons: 1. It demands a
mnximurn value of S at exact equivalence, while the
observed maximum is obtained with somewhat richer
mixtures; 2. It is not supported by Stevens’ own
results for rich mixtures of fuels other than CO; 3.
It is inadequate to represent the present results for
CO and 02, as shown in figure 9.

It therefore seems necessary to abandon Stevens’
concept of the proportionality of iS to initial compo-
sition, and h continue the search for a relation which
will accord with the observed facts.

A brief examination of the consequences of the fail-
ure of the simple equation of Stevens to fit the new
data may not be amiss. For the sake of simplicity,
the reaction between CO and OZ will be taken ss a
typical example.

The rate r at which a chemical reaction proceeds in
~ homogeneous system is defined as the decrease in
3quivalent concentration of the reacting molecuhu
Tecies in unit time. For the oxidation of CO the
law of masa action M applied to reaction rati may be
xqmssed as follows:

d [CO] d El k, [CO]2[021~=.—.——.
&

where r is the reaction rate, t represents time, and kl
is a constant lmown as the speci.iicreaction rate. The
value of kl is constant for any given temperature
but varies with the temperature at which the reaction
takes place. The rate at which kl varies is, in general,
great for reactions accompanied by considerable
evolution or absorption of heat. For the oxidation
of CO large changtw in kl are to be expected as the
mixture ratio is varied, because of the large differences

KW[W
Fmtm 10.—Value3of tbe speed of Came in spce plotted agalrut the massadon

prcdmzk

in the temperatures which result from the high heat
of reaction.

The equation S=k [CO]2 [OJ, which fit Stevens’
experimental results, is very similar in form to the
expression for reaction rate. The important distinc-
tion lies in the fact that kl is a function of temperature,
while a single value of k was considered adequate
over the whole range of mixture ratios. For this
reason it does not seem proper to consider that S, as
defined by the above equation, is Q relative mmwe
of reaction rata, and considerable care should be
exercised in any attempt to correlate time two quan-
tities,as was done by Stevens in referauce 1 (N. A. C. A.
T. R. No. 337).

Other work of Stm-ens included an investigation of
the effect of pressure upon the rate of propagation of
the reaction zone (reference 1, N. A. C. A. T. R. No.
372). The soap-bubble method was employed, and
although no attempt to repeat these measurements
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has been made, it is of interest to emmi.ne his results,
giving consideration to the lmown characteristics of
the method. I?rcm a large number of records he
concluded that his resuh%“would indicate that, over
the pressure range examined (100 to 3,000 mm Hg),
the rate of propagation S’of the reaction zone measured
relative to the active gases is independent of pressure.”

The present work has shown that the water vapor
within the bubble, regardless of its original partial
pressure, will assume a partial pressure very close to
that in the surrounding air during the time required
to blow and fire the bubble. Therefore in the experi-
ments of Stevens the volume percentage of water vapor
within the bubbles at the time of fig must have
varied inversely as the total pressure. To illustrate,
let us assume that the air within which the bubbles
were blown was at a temperature at which the vapor
pressure of the soap solution was 20 mm and that
saturation conditions prevailed. The volume per-
centages of water vapor within he bubbles at the time
of iiring would have been as follows: At a total pressure
of 100 mm, 20 permnt; at atmospheric pressure, 2.8
percent; at 3,000 mm, 0.67 percent. It is at once
evident that Stevens’ observations upon the tiect of
pressure were actually observations of the combined
effect of simultaneous changes in pressure and water-
vapor content. l?or CO explosions the effect of water
vapor is certainly not a negligible factor. I?or any
explosive mixture in which water vapor has a aigniiicant
effect upon flame speed, the bubble method is inher-
ently unsuited to a study of the effect of pressure.

A series of observations upon the effect of inert
gases in explosions of CO and 02 is now in progress.
A comparison of these results with those of Stevens
upon the same subject (reference 1, N. A. C. A. T. R.
h’o. 280) will be included in a subsequent report.

TEMPERATURESATTAINED

From the observed values of
RI 3
[1z it is possible to

calculate the temperatures prevailing at the time the
reaction zone has completed its travel. In addition
to the data obtained by the bubble method it is neces-
sary to have equilibrium data and an equation of state
for the iirml gas mixture at the fial temperature.
Precise values of neither of these quantities is fLvail-
able, but it seems worth while, nevertheless, to find
the relation which exists between mixture ratio and
temperature attained, on the basis of such equilibrium
data as are now at hand.

It is probable that gas mixtures at a pressure of one
atmosphere and at both the initial and the final tem-
perature show no greater percentage deviation ilom
the perfect gas law than the percentage experimental
error in expansion ratio. If, then, the perfect gas law
is used, the initial and &al temperatures are related,

for the constankpressure or bubble experiments, by
the equation

T, N2V,—.—
Ts NIVz

where the subscripts 1 and 2 denote initial and final
states, respectively, IV is the total number of moles,
V is the volume of the gas mixture, and T is the tem-
perature in degrees Kelvin.

Obviously the cube of the radius maybe substituted
for volume, and the equation becomes

iV,R28Tl
T~= ~zR~

The values of Nl, T,, and of the expansion ratio me
known from the bubble experiments. In order to cal-
culate iVZit is necessary to know what products readt
from the explosive reaction and the concentration of
each at Tz.

For the purpose of the present computation the
dissociation of molecuhu hydrogen and oxygen into
their atomic species has been neglected. The disso-
ciation of water vapor has been assumed to take place
according to the equation 2 H90*2 HZ+ 02. Bon-
hoeffer and Reichard (reference 3) have shown that
the dissociation of water yields not H, and 0,, but H
and OH, and that the equilibrium data which have
previously been considered applicable to the former
mechanism actually apply to the dissociation in the
manner which they postulated. Since there is thus no
problem as to ‘the choice of equilibrium data, and since
the amount of water involved in the present experi-
ments is small, it makes but little difference in the
calculated values of N~ (and consequently of TJ
whether the water is assumed to dasocinte iu the first
or second of the above-mentioned ways.

The two reactions

2 Co+o-+ co,
2 HzO~ H2+02

are involved in the present calculations of iVZ. The
water gas reaction, H~O+ CO*HZ+ COZ, does not
require independent consideration, since it is merely
the resultant or sum of the two reactions given in the
preceding sentence. In addition, it dots not involve
any change in the number of gm molecules present.

The equilibrium equations for the dissociation of
CO, and H20 as given by Sohiile (reference 4) are
based upon such data as wero available and are
applicable in the range of temperatures involved in
the bubble experiments. His values

(CO,) log Kp=8.048-2~+0.634 log T–O.000367T,

and

OW) log K,= –21–2~+8.28 log T–0”001 T
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have been used without modification in the ca,lcuhL-
tion of final temperature-9.

The method of successive approximations must be
used, since it is impossible to calculate lV1until Tz is

FIOUEE11.—Vmiatlonin the tamweture attiti with mlxtnre rotio.

known and vice versa. Since the nature of such cal-
culation is well known and somewhat involved, it is
not necessary to include a sample here. Sufiice it to
state that such computations have been made for
numerous valuca of misture ratio according to the

method outlined above. The results are shown graph-
ically in *e 11. Table II is a summary showing
the variation of S’, S, expansion ratio, and T2with the
mole fraction of CO, each initial mixture containing
fLmole fraction of water vapor of 0.0331.

If a comparison is made between the percentage
convemion of CO and COZfor mixtures of CO and 02
in the wet and dry state, it is found that in a narrow
range of concentration embracing equivalence, the
conversion is more ccmplete in the wet mixtures. The
conversion is likewise greater on the rich (in CO) side
than on the lean. It is possible that there may be
some connection between this fact and the fact that
the flame speed is grcmter in slightly rich than in
equivalent mixturw.

The calculated values of temperature show n maxi-
mum at equivalence. This fact is to be espected
because the formulated values of Rz show a maximum
at this point. It is well to point out that the ob-
served values of % show sufficient sprmd to make it
impossible to tell from the rcmdts just where the
maximum actually occurs. Such is not the ca9e for
values of S’, which have been shown by both the
cchstmbvolume and constant-pressure method to
have maxima slightly on the rich side of equivalence.
Even though the calculated values of temperature are
not sufficiently precise to locate the true peak, this fact
does not mean that errom in them are large, because
the curve is comparatively flat in the region of equiva-
lence.

The present results yield a masimum temperature
of 3,016° K for an equivalent mixture of CO and Oz
containing 3.31 mole percent of H20 at a total prw-
sure of 750 mm. Schiile (reference 4) gives 3,028° K
as the maximum attainable temperature in equivalent
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mixtures at atmospheric pressure. The quanti~ of
water is not stated. This agreement lends added
confidence to the results by the bubble method, espe-
cially as to its merit for measuring expansion ratios.

CONCLUSIONS

As a coneequauce of the rm.dts of the various experi-
ments which have been described, the following ccn-
clueions as to the bubble method of investigating
gaseous explosive reactions have been drawn.

1. The method can be used for precise determination
of the speed of flame in space when and only when—

A. SufEcient light is emitted by the explosion for
photographic pUrpOSM.

B. The initial concentration of the explosive mixture
is adequately controlled, a requirement which, for
mixtures of CO and 02, demands precise control of—

a. The composition of the mixtures from which
the bubbles are blown.

b. The temperature and water-vapor concen-
tration of the atmosphere in which the bubbles
are blown.

C. No constituent of the mixture dissolves rapidly
in the soap solution, and

D. I?or the particular apparatus used in these tests,
the actual values of the speed of flame in space lie
between 150 and 1,500 centimeters per second.

2. The method can be used to determine expansion
ratio (and hence also the speed of flame relative to the
active gases) in all mixtures for which it is suitable
for determinations of spatial flame speed, except for
those very rich in combustibles.

3. The method is not applicable to a study of the
effect of water vapor, but can be used to study the
effect of varying the proportions of the other con-
stituents while the water-vapor concentration is held
constant.

4. The use of the method maybe profitably extended
to include other combustible gases and a study of the
effects of diluents, both active and inert.

The agreemaut between the results of the bubble
method and the constant-volume method is satis-
factory. The calculated value of the maximum tem-

perature attnined is in satisfactory agreement with a
value obtained by independent methods. The bubble
method is therefore believed to be satisfrwtory for
measuring expansion ratios, within a restricted range
of concentration.

The results of the present series of bubble experi-
ments are more accurate thsm the earlier values ob-
tained by Stevens using the same method. The new
results cannot be adequately represented by the simple
relations which were satisfactory for the lees accurate
data. A number of the conclusions drawn by Stevens
are therefore open to serious question. It is hoped
that the results which have been presented, together
with those which are planned for the future, will lead
to a more exact interpretation than was possible with
the less accurate data.

NATIONALBUREAU OF STANDARDS,

WASBXWTON,D. C., Janua~ 10,1936.
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